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Ecosystems and their services

Fisher et al, 2009

Ecosystem services for poverty
alleviation

Fisher et al, 2014
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Espa Deltas
• Integrated approach to understanding ecosystem
services in the southwest coastal zone of Bangladesh.
• Includes qualitative and quantitative social science
research
• Quantitative sampling strategy based on socioecological systems

• One objective: to integrate with bio-physical model outputs

• Seven socio-ecological systems (SES) defined by
different relationships moderating ES & poverty
relationship
• Sampling carried out by SES and 1586 household survey
• Preliminary results presented here

Qualitative data collection
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Framework: mechanisms linking
ecosystem services and wellbeing

Sampling based on mechanisms linking ecosystem
services and wellbeing
SES

Property rights systems

Access for those without property rights

Amun

Private

Boro

Private

Bagda

Private

Landowners lease land out to aquaculture investors
No access unless landowner or investor

Golda

Private

lease land to cultivate shrimp using NGO loans
Sharecropping

SDZ

Government owned
Open

Combination of permits to collect resources and
‘Dadon’ informal loans

Coastal

Open
Private

‘Dadon’ informal loans

Char

Open private

Sharecropping
Leasing
‘Dadon’ informal loans
Family connections

Sharecropping
Leasing
Sharecropping
Leasing
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Matches hypotheses & models
Laws,
policies

GWAVA / INCA
MODFLOW
HydroTrend
Water, sediment, nutrients

Surge level

FVCOM,
Delft3D

Water flow, level, salinity,
temp, sediment,
nutrients

Bay Bengal Model
GCOMS

Crop Model:
CROPWAT

Morphology &
Land Cover
Land Use

Delta Model

Aquaculture
Model
Mangrove
Model

Primary productivity,
T,S,O2, currents

Coastal Fisheries
Model
Size- & Speciesbased models

Knowledge integration / Scenarios

Catchment Models:

Gaps, Conflicts,
Implementation
efficiencies

Qualitative survey
relationship b/t
environment & social
behaviour

Quantitative survey
(consumption, assets,
employment, migration,
health, poverty, …)

Population
projections
Spatial associative
model b/t land use
and poverty

Inland Fisheries
Model

Quantitative Physical/Ecological Models

Key issues,
Scenarios

Governance research

Process understanding
for each socio-ecological group
+ quantified behaviour

Sea level, SLP, SST, winds

GCM/ RCM
Temp, rainfall
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Demographics, economics & poverty

Sampling by socio-ecological
systems
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Socio-ecological systems map
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Total income - Higher levels of material poverty
concentrated related to property rights system

% of households using ES - Dependence on
ecosystem service is common to all systems
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% of income from ES in ES-dependent households - Highly
dependent populations where there is a year round income
from ecosystem services

Debt: Lowest levels of debt in coastal systems.
Ecosystem services act as ‘insurance’?
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Landownership– high levels of landownership not
associated with lower poverty

Presence of labour migration: Mobility and
migration significant when ecosystem services
fluctuate in space and time
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Conclusion
• Not every household in rural areas uses ecosystem
services, and relies on them to varying degrees
• Ecosystems should be preserved to prevent further
increases in poverty but their services are unlikely to be
sufficient to alleviate poverty
• Access, mobility, seasonality and social relations such as
debt are important in transmitting well-being from
ecosystem services
• Dependence on ecosystem services and the relative
importance of these wellbeing-transmitting processes
vary between socio-ecological systems
• This has implications for ecosystem management
approaches in the context of poverty reduction
• Policies should focus on on facilitating processes such as
migration and access.
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